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Always on the safe side:
Reliable system operation
Gear units, motors and gearmotors
for potentially explosive areas
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Danger zones

Gear units and motors from SEW-EURODRIVE
rise to any challenge

Special measures are required for the operation of systems and machinery in areas with
potentially explosive air/gas or air/dust mixtures. If mixture formation cannot be prevented,
specially protected drives must be used. Applicable standards and regulations govern
the use of tools and fixtures within existing hazard zones. They also prescribe the quality
prerequisites that must be met by drive manufacturers.

SEW-EURODRIVE gearmotors meet all requirements for tools and fixtures intended for use in
potentially explosive atmospheres as defined in
EU Directive 94/9/EC (ATEX 95).
Different from the internationally recognized
IECEx regulations or the North American requirements (HazLoc-NA), this directive also
includes non-electrical tools and fixtures in
explosion protection.

SEW-EURODRIVE‘s drive technology is characterized by collaboration in creating standards,
continuous quality control and innovative inhouse research and development. For more
safety, more reliability and better economy in
every part, especially in hazard zones.

Helical gearmotor
with extended bearing hub
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Legal basis for explosion protection in Europe
using Germany as an example

From European law to national implementation
Based on European Union directives in force,
some international and some domestic regulations, ordinances, standards and rules apply
for implementing the directives in national law.

The works most important for Germany in
terms of explosion protection are listed below,
separated by operator and manufacturer of
products.

Operator

Product

European law (Directives)

1999/92/EC (ATEX 137)

94/9/EC (ATEX 95)

Laws

Labor Protection Law (ArbSchG)

Equipment and Product Safety Act (GPSG)

Ordinances

Operating safety regulations
(in Germany, BetrSichV)

Explosion protection regulations (GPSGV)

Regulations, Standards, ...

Technical regulations on operating safety (TRBS) EN 60079, EN 60034, EN 13463
Explosion protection rules (BGR 104)
...

Directive 1999/92/EC
concerning minimum regulations for improving
health and safety protection and the safety of
employees who may be placed at risk by potentially explosive atmospheres
i Classification of hazardous areas

Directive 94/9/EC
on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States concerning equipment and protectivesystems intended for use in potentially explosive
atmospheres
i Equipment groups and categories

IEC/EN 60079-0
Potentially explosive atmosphere
Equipment – general requirements
i Product standard Ex
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Hazard zones

Tested safety in every zone according to ATEX

The zone definition takes into account both the system‘s operating condition and the
period during which the tools and fixtures are exposed to the potentially explosive mix.
The system‘s operator, together with the regulatory authority that is granting approval,
determines the zone that must be considered for a specific part. The difference between a
mix that consists of air with gas and one that consists of air with dust is also important.

EU Directive 1999/92/EC (also known as ATEX 137) is binding for EU countries.
The directive describes, among others, the definition of zones and assignment of equipment (e.g., drive motors).
Frequency of the occurrence of an explosive atmosphere

Name of zone for the air mix with
gases (G)

dusts (D)

Continuously, for long periods, or frequently

0

20

Occasionally, in normal operation

1

21

Not likely to occur, or only for short periods
Aufbau der Zonen

2

22

Gas

Dust

2

1

0

20

21

22

l l l Zone

SEW-EURODRIVE offers no
products for zones 0 and 20
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Directives and standards

On an international level, IEC 60079-0,
Potentially Explosive Atmosphere – Equipment –
General Requirements, dated 2007 introduced
EPL protection levels (Equipment Protection
Level). These equipment protection levels
identify feasibility of tools and fixtures in
potentially explosive areas according to the
zone classifications. With the new version
of EN 60079-0, issued in 2010, EPL was also
incorporated into European standards.

SEW-EURODRIVE‘s drives comply with all
requirements regarding equipment safety
according to the categories‘ criteria. Possible
error sources that may or can occur during
system operation are investigated and taken
into account during assignment to the category
for which the equipment is approved.

EU Directive 94/9/EC classifies all equipment in
Group II into three categories (1, 2 and 3) with
regard to its safety requirements. The unit
manufacturer determines which unit is to be
classified into which category. Usability and
safety in case of malfunction are the criteria.
The assignment of equipment categories to
zones is specified in EU Directive 1999/92/EC.

Gas (G)

Dust (D)

Equipment protection level EPL

Unit category

Zone

Equipment protection level EPL

Equipment
category

Zone

IEC / EN 60079-0

94/9/EC

1999/92/EC

IEC / EN 60079-0

94/9/EC

1999/92/EC

Ga

1G

0, 1 and 2

Da

1D

20, 21 and 22

Gb

2G

1 and 2

Db

2D

21 and 22

Gc

3G

2

Dc

3D

22

Gas

Dust

0

1

2

be used in a category with lower safety

Gb

3G

l l l Zones

Db

3D

requirements (1G can be used both in
zone 0 and in zones 1 and 2).

Gc

22

2D

2G
Equipment in the safest category can

21

20

Dc

l

Applicable categories

l

EPL

SEW-EURODRIVE offers no
products for zones 0 and 20
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Safety requirements and equipment categories

Safety requirements and equipment categories

Equipment group I
applies to units to be used in below-ground
mining operations, as well as those of their
above-ground systems that may be subject to
hazards from fire damp and/or flammable dusts.

Equipment group II
applies to units to be used in other areas that
may be subject to hazards from a potentially
explosive atmosphere.

Equipment
group

Category

Degree of
protection

Guaranteed protection

Medium

Zone

Protection type

I*

M1

Very high

With two independent protective
measures; two errors can occur
independently of one another

–

–

–

II*

1

Very high

With two independent protective
measures; two errors can occur
independently of one another

Gas

0

–

Dust

20

–

I*

M2

High

Suitable for normal operation and
harsh operating conditions

–

–

–

II

2

High

One protective measure; suitable for
normal operation with the likeliness of
frequent errors, one error can occur

Gas

1

Motor: d, e, i, p ...
Gear units: c, k ...

Dust

21

Motor: t
Gear units: c, k ...

Gas

2

Motor: nA
Gear units: c, k ...

Dust

22

Motor: t
Gear units: c, k ...

3

Normal

Suitable for standard operation

* In equipment group II, SEW-EURODRIVE offers only units for categories 2 and 3.

SEW gearmotors‘ combined gas/dust approvals
2GD (Gas/Dust) and 3GD (Gas/Dust) simplify
selection of corresponding drive components,

reduce the proliferation of versions and permit
the use in combined gas/dust zones, such as in
painting systems or in wood processing.
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Gearmotors from SEW-EURODRIVE
conform to EC directive 94/9/EC (ATEX 95)

SEW gearmotors have proven themselves over
many decades in the most diverse potentially
explosive atmospheres. SEW-EURODRIVE passes
on the knowledge gained from these experiences,
takes them into account during new developments
and enhancements, and significantly participates

in preparing valid drive technology standards.
SEW-EURODRIVE was one of the first
suppliers of drive technology who also
offered non-electrical tools and fixtures
that comply with EU Directive 94/9/EC.

The globally proliferating regulations on energy
efficiency, in particular, were accommodated.
For example, all motors larger than 0.75 kW are
in principle designed as IE2 motors, for use in
China starting at 0.55 kW as Grade 2.

Cover for explosion-proof
gear units

Terminal box with external
grounding screw and
HF equipotential bonding

Explosion-proof gear units, motors and gearmotors are subject to more stringent requirements, because even when unit errors occur
an explosion must still not be triggered. That
is why SEW-EURODRIVE‘s explosion-proof gear
units and motors were enhanced in compliance
with EU Directive 94/9/EC (ATEX 95) and are
produced with special parts and with special
consideration for quality control:

– Degree of protection IP54, higher as an option, for motors exposed to gases
– Degree of protection IP5x/IP6x for motors
exposed to dust
– Standardized robust fan guards
– Canopy for vertical mounting positions with
motor on top
– External protective conductor connection on
the terminal box
– Improved grounding (EMC) with an additional
connection
– Seals of the terminal box can withstand high
temperatures
– Terminal box made from aluminum or gray
cast iron

– Metric threads in the walls of the terminal box
for the cable glands
– Unused openings in the terminal box are
closed with ATEX 95-compliant parts
– Clamping straps additionally secure the
rubber sealing collars at the brakes
– Standardized robust covers as shrink disc
covers on the gear unit
– All screws are secured against unwanted
loosening
– Each component (motor/gear unit) has a
separate nameplate
– High quality oil seals on gear unit
– Lubricant in gear unit can withstand high
temperatures
– Also available as brakemotor in category 3
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Equipment safety in areas with gas and dust: Gear units for categories 2 and 3

Gear units compliant with 94/9/EC for gas and dust:
Robust, powerful and reliable

The EN 13463 standard serves as the basis for approval of mechanical equipment that
is used in an environment with explosive mixtures. Based on this Section 1, additional
sections in the standard define measures to be taken for preventing ignition of the
air-gas or air-dust mixtures (protection types). Here standard EN 1127 with its risk
analysis is additionally helpful.

SEW-EURODRIVE was one of the first drive manufacturers in 2002/2003 to approve gear units
for category 2. For gear units in series 7 and
SPIROPLAN® gear units there is no difference
between use in gas or use in dust environments.

Protection through secure construction methods
(constructional safety) EN 13463-1 and -5 (protection type ”c“)
”Constructional safety“ is a type of explosion protection where
construction measures are used to ensure protection from possible
ignition caused by moving parts, the creation of hot surfaces, sparks
and adiabatic compression.

With this approval the type then also meets all
requirements of category 3 for use in gas or
dust environments. Gear units are certified
according to the protection types ”c“ and ”k“.

EC Declaration of Conformity
900950210

SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG

Ernst-Blickle-Straße 42, D-76646 Bruchsal
declares under sole responsibility that the
gear units of the series

Protection through liquid immersion
EN 13463-1 and -8 (protection type ”k“)
”Protection through liquid immersion“ is a type of protection where
potential sources of ignition cannot become active or are completely
separated from the potentially explosive atmosphere. This protection
is provided either by completely immersing the source of ignition in a
protective liquid or by partially immersing and continued moistening
of its active surfaces with a protective liquid. The potentially explosive
atmosphere which exists above the liquid or outside the unit housing
can thus not be ignited.

R..
F..
K..
S..
W..

with mount-on components of the series AR
category

2GD

are in conformity with
ATEX Directive

1994/9/EC

Applied harmonized standards

EN 1127-1:2007
EN 13463-1:2009
EN 13463-5:2003
EN 13463-8:2003
EN 60529:2000

2)

2)

SEW-EURODRIVE lodges the documents required by 1994/9/EC, appendix VIII, with the notified body:
FSA GmbH, EU ID no.: 0588
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Safety requirements and unit categories

Conformity with categories 2G and 2D
Prerequisite: Unit safety is guaranteed in the event of an expected unit malfunction (one error)
Gear units in category 2

– G (Gas) for use in zones 1 and 2
– D (Dust) for use in zones 21 and 22

SEW-EURODRIVE provides a declaration of conformity applicable to both gas and dust for gear units in category 2.
The following are certified in that declaration through certified depositing of product documents at a named third party
that is independent of SEW-EURODRIVE:
– Compliance with standard EN 13463 (including all relevant parts)
– Risk analysis according to standard EN 1127 has been performed
– Internal production control according to EU Directive 94/9/EC (ATEX 95)

Conformity according to categories 3G and 3D
Prerequisite: Guaranteeing unit safety during normal mode
Gear units in category 3

– G (Gas) for use in zone 2
– D (Dust) for use in zone 22

Certification for category 2 means that all the requirements for category 3 have been met.
There is no special declaration of conformity.

SEW-EURODRIVE gear units in this category
for gas and dust atmospheres
Mains operation: Approved for 50 Hz power supply
i.e. approx. 1500 rpm input speed

Inverter operation: Approved (depending on the project)
up to an input speed into gear unit of 3000 rpm

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

1)

Helical gear units, R.../II2GD
Parallel shaft helical gear units, F.../II2GD
Helical-bevel gear units, K.../II2GD
Helical-worm gear units, S.../II2GD
SPIROPLAN® gear units 1) , W.../II2GD
Planetary servo gear units, PS.F.../II2GD
Helical-bevel servo gear units, PS.F.../II2GD

With the exception of size W10

1)

Helical gear units, R.../II2GD
Parallel shaft helical gear units, F.../II2GD
Helical-bevel gear units, K.../II2GD
Helical-worm gear units, S.../II2GD
SPIROPLAN® gear units 1) , W.../II2GD
Planetary servo gear units, PS.F.../II2GD
Helical-bevel servo gear units, PS.F.../II2GD
With the exception of size W10
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Unit safety in areas with gas: Motors for categories 2 and 3

Motors compliant with 94/9/EC for gas

The EN 60079 series of standards serves as the basis for approval of electrical equipment
for use in an environment with explosive air-gas mixtures. Based on this standard, additional
standards define measures for implementation how ignition of the air-gas mixture must be
prevented (protection types). With its longtime experience, SEW-EURODRIVE has approved
the motors for categories 2G and 3G. Motors are certified according to the protection types
”d“, ”e“ and ”nA“.
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Protection through flameproof enclosure according to EN 60079-0 and -1
(protection type ”d“)
For this protection type potential sources of ignition are enclosed in a flameproof housing in
such a way that while the explosive gas mixture can enter and also ignite, if necessary, an
ignition of the outer atmosphere is prevented.
This is accomplished by defined ”ignition gaps“,
which force the mixture burned in the interior to
cool on its way to the outside. The now safely

low temperature of the gas-air mixture prevents
ignition of the external atmosphere. The gas-air
mixtures are classified by explosion classes depending on flammability. The design of the ignition gaps depends on the flammability of the
gas-air mixture that occurs. The designation of
the unit with flameproof enclosure therefore in
principle also includes the explosion class.

Protection through increased safety according to EN 60079-0 and -7 (protection type ”e“)
The basic idea behind this protection type is to
prevent improperly high surface temperatures
and the creation of sparks. This is accomplished
with construction measures, such as adherence
to minimum air gaps, attention to air and creeping distances, special selection of enameled
wires or careful selection of the plastics and
insulating materials used. Proof that proper
surface temperatures were maintained must
be provided by complex measurements. When

designing the units and subsequently inspecting them an error must be considered. The
combination of these measures essentially precludes ignition of the air-gas mixture. Special
monitoring of potential sources of ignition with
protective circuit breakers or positive temperature coefficient (PTC) thermistors ensures that
no heating to potentially explosive temperatures
can occur.

Protection through non-sparking enclosure according to EN 60079-0 and -15
(protection type ”nA“)
The construction and design requirements of
protection type ”nA“ mostly correspond to those
of protection type ”e“. The main difference is

that for protection type ”nA“ only uninterrupted
operation (no error) must be considered.
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Unit safety in areas with gas: Motors for categories 2 and 3

Safety requirements and unit categories

Conformity with category 2G
Prerequisite: Unit safety is guaranteed in the event of an expected unit malfunction (one error)
Motors in category 2G (Gas)

Can be used in zones 1 and 2

– SEW-EURODRIVE has received a type examination from the National Metrology Institute [Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PBT)]
in effect for gas and for gas/dust for motors in this category 2. It certifies compliance with the standards in the EN 60079-0, EN 60079-7
and EN 60079-31 series.
– Quality assurance of the production has been audited and certified according to EU Directive 94/9/EC (ATEX 95).
– Compliance with the internationally applicable Equipment Protection Levels EPL Gb and Db
– EDR. motors conform to the most important standards and norms, as well as the new portions of the IEC motor standard 60034.
– EDRE motors conform to the efficiency class IE2 according to IEC 60034-30.
– EDR. motors are suitable for gas group IIC according to IEC / EN 60079-0

Category 2 motors by SEW-EURODRIVE for gas atmosphere
Mains operation: for 50 Hz power
supply, partly also for 60 Hz

Inverter operation

Drive in the PEA area

Drive in PEA area and inverter in
control cabinet outside the PEA area

Drive with integrated frequency
inverter in the PEA area

– Motors of protection type ”e“
– Group IIC
– Types
- eDR 63.../II2G
- EDRS 71 – 80.../2GD
- EDRE 80 – 225.../2GD
– Motors of protection type ”d“
– Types
- CD / BD

– Motors of protection type ”e“
– Types
- EDRS 71 – 80.../2GD
- EDRE 80 – 225.../2GD
– Motors of protection type ”d“
– Types
- CD / BD
with the inverters
– MOVITRAC® B
– MOVIDRIVE®

– 

Type /2GD can be used not only in the gas area, but also in the dust area
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Safety requirements and unit categories

Compliance with category 3G
Prerequisite: Guaranteeing unit safety during normal mode
Motors in category 3G (Gas)

Can be used in zone 2

– SEW-EURODRIVE provides a declaration of conformity applicable to gas and dust for motors in category 3. It certifies compliance
with the standards in EN 60079-0, -15, -31 and 60034-1.
– Quality assurance of the production has been audited and certified according to EU Directive 94/9/EC (ATEX 95).
– EDRE motors conform to the efficiency class IE2 according to IEC 60034-30
– Compliance with the internationally applicable Equipment Protection Levels EPL Gc and Dc
– EDR. motors are suitable for dust groups IIIB and IIIC according to IEC / EN 60079-0
– Also available as brakemotor

Category 3 motors by SEW-EURODRIVE for gas atmosphere
Mains operation:
for 50 Hz or 60 Hz power supply

Inverter operation

Drive in the PEA area

Drive in the PEA area and inverter in
control cabinet outside the potentially
explosive atmosphere

Drive with integrated frequency
inverter in the PEA area

– Motors/brakemotors of protection type ”nA“
– Types
- DR 63.../3GD
- EDRS 71 – 80.../3GD
- EDRE 80 – 225.../3GD
- DVE 250 – 280.../II3GD

– Motors of protection type ”nA“
– Types
- DR 63.../II3GD
- EDRS 71 – 80.../3GD
- EDRE 80 – 225.../3GD
- DVE 250 – 280.../II3GD
with the following inverters:
– MOVITRAC®
– MOVIDRIVE®

– 

Type /3GD can be used not only in the gas area, but also in the dust area
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Unit safety in areas with dust: Motors for categories 2 and 3

Motors compliant with 94/9/EC for dust

During revision of EN 60079 dust explosion protection in this series of standards was integrated as part -31. The separate dust standards EN 50014 and EN 50281 are therefore
no longer in effect. As part of this integration, equipment group III was also introduced for
dusts.

With its longtime experience, SEW-EURODRIVE
has approved the motors for categories 2D
and 3D. The motors are certified for protection
type ”t“.
An important design consideration for units
that are used in areas subject to dust explosion hazards is, among others, that they meet
certain IP protection types (protection against
infiltration of foreign bodies according to
EN 60259).

Unit protection against dust explosion through enclosures according to EN 60079-0 and -31
(protection type ”t“)
Protection type ”t“ is used for motors that are
to be used in areas with potentially explosive
dusts. Here explosion protection is implemented
by preventing infiltration of potentially explosive
dusts and by definitely preventing that improperly high temperatures occur at the surface.

Depending on the equipment category, units are
marked with tb (suitable for zone 21) or tc (suitable for zone 22).

Zone
1999/92/EC

Category
94/9/EC

EPL
EN 60079-0

Protection
level
EN 60079-31

Equipment in the group EN 60079-31
IIIC
Conductive dusts

IIIB
Non-conductive
dusts

IIIA
Flammable lint

21

2D

Db

tb

IP6X

IP6X

IP5X

22

3D

Dc

tc

IP6X

IP5X

IP5X
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IP degree of protection ”IP65“ dust-tight housing EN 60079-31
For this degree of protection the housing is designed in such a way that no dust can infiltrate.
Sources of ignition on the inside of the housing
therefore do not need to be considered. Only the

housing‘s surface temperature could become
a source of ignition. Effective protection can be
implemented by permanently monitoring the
housing‘s temperature.

IP degree of protection ”IP54“ dust-protected housing EN 60079-31
For this degree of protection it is sufficient to
design the housing in such a way that infiltration
of the dust in dangerous quantities is prevented.
Sources of ignition on the inside of the housing
therefore do not need to be considered. Only the

housing‘s surface temperature could become
a source of ignition. Effective protection can be
implemented by permanently monitoring the
housing‘s temperature.
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Unit safety in areas with dust: Motors for categories 2 and 3

Safety requirements and unit categories

Conformity with category 2D
Prerequisite: Unit safety is guaranteed in the event of an expected unit malfunction (one error)
Category 2D motors (dust)

Can be used in zones 21 and 22

SEW-EURODRIVE has received a type examination from the National Metrology Institute [Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PBT)] in effect for
gas and for gas/dust for motors in this category 2. It certifies compliance with the standards in the EN 60079-0, EN 60079-7 and EN 60079-31
series.
– Quality assurance of the production has been audited and certified according to EU Directive 94/9/EC (ATEX 95).
– Compliance with the internationally applicable Equipment Protection Levels EPL Db and Gb
– EDR. motors conform to the most important standards and norms, as well as the new portions of the IEC motor standard 60034.
– EDRE motors conform to the efficiency class IE2 according to IEC 60034-30.

Category 2D motors from SEW-EURODRIVE
Mains operation: for 50 Hz
power supply and partly for 60 Hz

Inverter operation

Drive in the PEA area

Drive in the PEA area and Inverter in
control cabinet outside the potentially
explosive atmosphere

Drive with integrated
frequency inverter in the PEA area

– Motors of protection type ”tb“
– Equipment groups IIIC
– Types
- eDR 63.../II2GD
- EDRS 71 – 80 /2GD
- EDRE 80 – 225 /2GD

– Motors of protection type ”tb“
– Equipment groups IIIC
– Types
- EDRS 71 – 80 /2GD
- EDRE 80 – 225 /2GD
with the following inverters:
– MOVITRAC®
– MOVIDRIVE®

– 
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Safety requirements and unit categories

Conformity with category 3D
Prerequisite: Guaranteeing unit safety during standard operation
Category 3D motors (Dust)

Can be used in zone 22

– SEW-EURODRIVE provides a declaration of conformity applicable to gas and dust for motors in category 3.
It certifies compliance with the standards in EN 60079-0, -15, -31 and 60034-1.
– Quality assurance of the production has been audited and certified according to EU Directive 94/9/EC (ATEX 95).
– EDRE motors conform to the efficiency class IE2 according to IEC 60034-30
– Compliance with the internationally applicable Equipment Protection Levels EPL Gc and Dc
– EDR. motors are suitable for dust groups IIIB and IIIC according to IEC / EN 60079-0
– Also available as brakemotor

Category 3 motors by SEW-EURODRIVE for dust atmosphere
Mains operation:
for 50 Hz or 60 Hz power supply

Inverter operation

Drive in the PEA area

Drive in PEA area and inverter in control Drive with integrated
cabinet outside the potentially explosive frequency inverter in the PEA area
atmosphere

– Motors of protection type ”tc“
– Equipment groups IIIB, IIIC
in type /3GD
– Types
- DR 63.../3GD
- EDRS 71 – 80.../3GD
- EDRE 80 – 225.../3GD
- DVE 250 – 280.../3GD

– Motors of protection type ”tc“
– Equipment groups IIIB, IIIC
in type /3GD
– Types
- DR 63.../3GD
- EDRS 71 – 80.../3GD
- EDRE 80 – 225.../3GD
- DVE 250 – 280.../3GD
with the following inverters:
– MOVITRAC® B
– MOVIDRIVE®

– MOVIMOT®-Motors in type /3D
– Types
- EDRS 71 – 80...MM.../3D
- EDRE 80 – 112.../MM.../3D
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One drive for gas and dust

The bright idea: One drive for gas and dust

SEW gearmotors of types /2GD and /3GD can be used in areas with potentially explosive
air-gas and/or air-dust mixtures. SEW-EURODRIVE has received a type examination from the
National Metrology Institute [Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PBT)] in effect for gas/
dust for motors in category 2. It certifies compliance with the standards in the EN 60079-0,
EN 60079-7 and EN 60079-31 series. SEW-EURODRIVE provides a declaration of conformity applicable to dust and gas for motors in category 3. It certifies compliance with the
standards in EN 60079-0, -15, -31 and 60034-1.

Your benefits:
– Drives and SEW-EURODRIVE are audited and
certified according to 94/9/EC.
– EDR. motors support the most important
standards and norms, and conform to the new
portions of the IEC motor standard 60034.
– EDRE motors conform to the efficiency class
IE2 and can therefore be used globally.

– The gearmotors/brakemotors conform to
the requirements of EU Directive 94/9/EC,
IECEx and will soon also conform to the
requirements of the North American market
(certified by cCSAus).
– The compact and performance-oriented
characteristics of the standard drives are
also found here.

– Operation at the inverter for categories 2 and
3 also in field weakening operation.
– Available as gearmotor/motor in categories
2G, 2GD for zones 1/21 and categories 3D
and 3GD for zones 2/22.
– Compliance with the internationally applicable
Equipment Protection Levels EPL .b and .c.

Category / zone

Gear units Type

Power range [kW]

3G

T3

3D

IIIB – IIIC / 120 °C / 140 °C

– Helical gear motors R../II2GD EDR../3GD
– Parallel shaft helical gearmotors F ..- II2GD EDR../3GD
– Helical-bevel gearmotors K.. / II2GD EDR../3GD

– DR 63: 0.12 ... 0.25
– EDR 71 – 225: 0.25 ... 45
– DVE 250 – 280: 55 ... 75

– Helical-worm gearmotors S.. / II2GD EDR../3GD

– DR 63: 0.12 ... 0.25
– EDR 71 – 200: 0.25 ... 22

– Gearmotors SPIROPLAN® W.. / II2GD EDR../3GD

– DR 63: 0.12 ... 0.25
– EDR 71 – 132: 0.25 ... 4

– Helical gearmotors R.. / II2GD EDR../2GD
– Parallel shaft helical gearmotors F ..- / II2GD EDR../2GD
– Helical-bevel gearmotors K.. / II2GD EDR./2GD

– DR 63: 0.12 ... 0.25
– EDR 71 – 225: 0.25 ... 37

– Helical-worm gearmotors S.. / II2GD EDR../2GD

– EDR 71 – 200: 0.25 ... 22

– Gearmotors SPIROPLAN® W.. / II2GD EDR../2GD

– EDR 71 – 132: 0.25 ... 4

Zone 2 / 22

2G

T3

2D

IIIC / 120 °C

Zone 1 and 21
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Category

Zone

Motors Type 4-pin

IE grade

Power range [kW]

3G

T3

2

3D

IIIB – IIIC / T120 °C / T140 °C

22

– DR 63
– EDRS 71 – 80
– EDRE 80 – 225
– DVE 250 – 280

–
–
IE2
IE2

– 0.12 ... 0.25
– 0.25 ... 0.55
– 0.75 ... 45
– 55 ... 75

2G

T3

1

2D

IIIC / T120 °C

21

– DR 63
– EDRS 71 – 80
– EDRE 80 – 225

–
–
IE2

– 0.12 ... 0.25
– 0.25 ... 0.55
– 0.75 ... 22

2G

T4

1

– EDRS 71 – 80
– EDRE 80

–
IE2

– 0.25 ... 0.55
– 0.75

2D

IIIC / T120 °C

21
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One drive for gas and dust

Inverter operation – dynamic and safe

More flexible systems are increasingly required even in areas with potentially explosive
air-gas and air-dust mixtures. The use of a controlled or managed drive with an inverter
is becoming increasingly common. It is important to observe and comply with guidelines
particularly when using an inverter. Thanks to many years of experience and expertise
in this area, SEW-EURODRIVE guarantees this. Furthermore, the company’s expertise is
continually being expanded to include new and further developments.

Four-pin SEW motors of categories 2 and 3 are
also suitable for operation at the inverter. Category 2 has been certified by a type examination.
Suitability for operation at the inverter is explicitly confirmed on, among others, the nameplate.
A second nameplate includes all data necessary
for operation.

A device for direct temperature monitoring in
combination with the defined parameters of the
frequency inverter offers the best possible protection against excessive heating caused by an
overload.
The extensive product range of SEW-EURODRIVE
inverters is available for designing electronically
controlled drives.
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SEW-EURODRIVE offers the following inverter series:

MOVITRAC® B:
Compact and inexpensive frequency inverter for
the power range of 0.25 to 75 kW. Tri-phase line
connection for AC 380 – 500 V.
MOVIDRIVE® MDX60/61B:
High-performance drive inverter for dynamic
drives in the 0.55 – 250 kW power range. Great
diversity of applications due to extensive expansion options with technology and communication options. Tri-phase line connection for AC
380 – 500 V.

MOVIMOT® has been the successful product in
decentralized drive technology. It is the ingeniously simple combination of a gearmotor and a
digital frequency inverter.
MOVIMOT® in category 3D form a synthesis of
EDR. motors and integrated inverters. These
types are designed specifically for use in areas
with potentially explosive dust-air mixtures (zone
22) and are available in the power range of 0.25
kW to 3 kW, with or without brake, for supply
voltages of 400 V to 500 V.

Technical data EDR. motors 230/400 V
Connection

Star

Delta

Category

PMains [kW]

MFU [Nm]

MFU [Nm]

2G / 2D

0.25 – 37

1.7 – 240

1.7 – 240

3G / 3D

0.25 – 37

1.7 – 240

1.7 – 240

Category 3D with MOVIMOT®

0.25 – 3.0

1.7 – 20.5

1.2 - 9.9

When used at the inverter, the overload value for
EDRS and EDRE motors is not reduced as compared to the nominal torque in order to guarantee thermally safe operation, as is often the case
elsewhere. SEW-EURODRIVE inverters conform
all standards and safety requirements.
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Conforms to categories 2 and 3

Conforms to categories 2 and 3 EC
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EC Declaration of Conformity
900860210

SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG

Ernst-Blickle-Straße 42, D-76646 Bruchsal
declares under sole responsibility that the
motors of the series

EDRS71...EDRE225

variant

/3GD
/3D
3G
3D
II3G Ex nA IIB T3 Gc
II3G Ex nA IIC T3 Gc
II3D Ex tc IIIB T120°C Dc
II3D Ex tc IIIB T140°C Dc
II3D Ex tc IIIC T120°C Dc
II3D Ex tc IIIC T140°C Dc

category
labeling

are in conformity with
ATEX Directive

1994/9/EC

Applied harmonized standards

EN 60079-0:2009
EN 60079-15:2010
EN 60034-1:2004
EN 60079-31:2010

Bruchsal
Place

16.05.11
Date

Johann Soder

Managing Director Technology

a) Authorized representative for issuing this declaration on behalf of the manufacturer
b) Authorized representative for compiling the technical documents

a) b)

1939 9219 / 0412
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How we’re driving the world

SEW-Eurodrive
Driving the world

sew-eurodrive is right there for you:
Argentina
Phone
+54 3327 4572-84
Fax
+54 3327 4572-21
sewar@sew-eurodrive.com.ar

Czech Republic
Phone
+420 255709601
Fax
+420 220121237
sew@sew-eurodrive.cz

Kazakhstan
Phone
+7 727 334 1880
Fax
+7 727 334 1881
sew@sew-eurodrive.kz

Russia
Phone
+7 812 3332522
Fax
+7 812 3332523
sew@sew-eurodrive.ru

Ukraine
Phone
+380 56 370 3211
Fax
+380 56 372 2078
sew@sew-eurodrive.ua

Australia
Phone
+61 3 9933-1000
Fax
+61 3 9933-1003
enquires@sew-eurodrive.com.au

Denmark
Phone
+45 43 9585-00
Fax
+45 43 9585-09
sew@sew-eurodrive.dk

Malaysia
Phone
+60 7 3549409
Fax
+60 7 3541404
sales@sew-eurodrive.com.my

Singapore
Phone
+65 68621701
Fax
+65 68612827
sewsingapore@sew-eurodrive.com

Uruguay
Phone
+598 2 21181-89 +90
Fax
+598 2 21181-89 +90
sewuy@sew-eurodrive.com.uy

Austria
Phone
+43 1 617 55 00-0
Fax
+43 1 617 55 00-30
sew@sew-eurodrive.at

Finland
Phone
+358 201 589-300
Fax
+358 3 7806-211
sew@sew.fi

Mexico
Phone
+52 442 1030-300
Fax
+52 442 1030-301
scmexico@seweurodrive.com.mx

Slovakia
Phone
+421 2 33595202
Fax
+421 2 33595200
sew@sew-eurodrive.sk

USA
Phone
+1 864 439-7537
Fax
+1 864 439-7830
cslyman@seweurodrive.com

Belarus
Phone
+375 17 298 38 50
Fax
+375 17 298 1898
sales@sew.by

France
Phone
+33 3 88 73 67 00
Fax
+33 3 88 73 66 00
sew@usocome.com

Morocco
Phone
+212 523 32 27 80/81
Fax
+212 523 32 27 89
sew@sew-eurodrive.ma

South Africa
Phone
+27 11 248-7000
Fax
+27 11 494-3104
info@sew.co.za

Venezuela
Phone
+58 241 832-9804
Fax
+58 241 838-6275
ventas@sew-eurodrive.com.ve

Belgium
Phone
+32 16 386-311
Fax
+32 16 386-336
info@sew-eurodrive.be

Great Britain
Phone
+44 1924 893-855
Fax
+44 1924 893-702
info@sew-eurodrive.co.uk

Netherlands
Phone
+31 10 4463-700
Fax
+31 10 4155-552
info@sew-eurodrive.nl

South Korea
Phone
+82 31 492-8051
Fax
+82 31 492-8056
master.korea@sew-eurodrive.com

Brazil
Phone
+55 11 2489-9133
Fax
+55 11 2480-3328
sew@sew.com.br

Hong Kong
Phone
+852 36902200
Fax
+852 36902211
contact@sew-eurodrive.hk

New Zealand
Phone
+64 9 2745627
Fax
+64 9 2740165
sales@sew-eurodrive.co.nz

Spain
Phone
+34 94 4318470
Fax
+34 94 4318471
sew.spain@sew-eurodrive.es

Canada
Phone
+1 905 791-1553
Fax
+1 905 791-2999
marketing@sew-eurodrive.ca

Hungary
Phone
+36 1 437 06-58
Fax
+36 1 437 06-50
office@sew-eurodrive.hu

Norway
Phone
+47 69 241-020
Fax
+47 69 241-040
sew@sew-eurodrive.no

Sweden
Phone
+46 36 344200
Fax
+46 36 344280
info@sew-eurodrive.se

Chile
Phone
+56 2 75770-00
Fax
+56 2 75770-01
ventas@sew-eurodrive.cl

India
Phone
+91 265 2831086
Fax
+91 265 2831087
mdoffice@seweurodriveindia.com

Peru
Phone
+51 1 3495280
Fax
+51 1 3493002
sewperu@sew-eurodrive.com.pe

Switzerland
Phone
+41 61 41717-17
Fax
+41 61 41717-00
info@imhof-sew.ch

China
Phone
+86 22 25322612
Fax
+86 22 25323273
info@sew-eurodrive.cn

Italy
Phone
+39 02 96 9801
Fax
+39 02 96 799781
sewit@sew-eurodrive.it

Poland
Phone
+48 42 6765300
Fax
+48 42 6765345
sew@sew-eurodrive.pl

Thailand
Phone
+66 38 454281
Fax
+66 38 454288
sewthailand@sew-eurodrive.com

Colombia
Phone
+57 1 54750-50
Fax
+57 1 54750-44
sewcol@sew-eurodrive.com.co

Japan
Phone
+81 538 373811
Fax
+81 538 373814
sewjapan@sew-eurodrive.co.jp

Portugal
Phone
+351 231 20 9670
Fax
+351 231 20 3685
infosew@sew-eurodrive.pt

Turkey
Phone
+90 262 999 1000-04
Fax
+90 262 999 1009
sew@sew-eurodrive.com.tr

SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
P.O.Box 30 23
76642 Bruchsal/Germany
Phone +49 7251 75-0
Fax +49 7251 75-1970
sew@sew-eurodrive.com
i www.sew-eurodrive.com

